Aerobic Bacteriological Contamination of Sudanese Currency in Port Sudan, Sudan
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Abstract: In this review, we show that contaminated money and coins are a public health risk when associated with the simultaneous handling of food, and currency may spread nosocomial infections. The currency circulating in different parts of the world could serve as a vehicle for transmission of drug resistant pathogenic or potential organisms and contamination could be due to currency usage and handling as mint notes were not contaminated. Cotton-based banknotes provide a fibrous surface, which provides ample opportunity for bacterial attachment. Therefore, hygienic measures such as thorough hand washing with soap after using currency notes and ATM machine should be observed and the practice of keeping money in shoes and socks and under the carpets should be discouraged. Further, we should avoid the use of saliva during counting of currency notes as well as desist from placing money in the mouth and biting off corners of currency notes. Moreover, ready-to- eat food sellers should be educated to avoid possible cross contamination between currency notes and the food they sell. The most common isolated bacteria were Bacillus, Klebsellia, E. coli, Staph. aureus, Pseudomonus, Streto. fecales, Enterobacter, Macrococus. This study showed that the most contaminated bill denomination were those of low denomination (1, 2 SDG). Notes obtained from Cafeterias and Drivers showed the highest rate of bacterial contamination.
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1. Introduction

Contaminated currency is a potential public health hazard due to its high circulation among man. Hence facilitates dissemination of pathogens to susceptible hosts. Money, being a fomite can be contaminated by different microorganisms associated with unclean hands or dirty environment and therefore present high risk to public health [1]. Confirmation of contamination of money by drugs has been detected in the United States and United Kingdom [2].

Contamination from the skin, anal region, wounds, nasal secretions and aerosols generated by sneezing and coughing are potential sources of transfer of microorganisms to currency notes during handling [3]. Unhygienic practices among money handlers such as keeping in bra (women), handling after attending to patients with unwashed hands (physicians and medical personnel), and money transactions with hands contaminated with body fluids (commercial sex workers) do not only deface but contaminate the currency. Bacteria causing different infections like pneumonia, tonsillitis, peptic ulcers, urino-genital tract infection had been reportedly associated with money [4].

A study by Hosen et al., [5] in Bangladesh revealed Coliform contamination of 80% of thirty old twotaka notes, Pope et al. [4], isolated pathogenic or potentially pathogenic organisms from 94% of one-dollar bills and Basavarajappa et al. [6] found 96 out of 100 currencies contaminated with bacteria.

Studies in different parts of India show that predominant organisms isolated from contaminated currency are Bacillus spp followed by Coagulase negative Staphylococci (CNS) and Micrococcus spp. Other pathogenic bacteria present in the currency are Klebsiellapneumoniae, Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus, 3,4 Pseudomonas spp, Salmonella
sp, Proteus sp. A recent study conducted in Nagpur, Escherichia coli was found to be the most common organ
organism. This finding resembles the data collected from the 1 study in Bangladesh. So, pattern of contamination varies from one place to another. Therefore, the present study was focused on the bacteriological niche of circulating currency in arteriary care hospital in rural Bengal. To the best of our knowledge this study is first of its kind conducted in a hospital setting in India A classic characteristic of human parasitic and bacterial agents is the evolution of routesfor transmission to susceptible hosts. The environment plays a critical role in transmission to humans, with many environmental materials serving as vehicles [7]. Microbial contaminants may be transmitted directly, through hand-to-hand contact, or indirectly, via food or other inanimate objects. These routes of transmission are of great importance in the health of many populations in developing countries, where the frequency of infection is a general indication of local hygiene and environmental sanitation levels [8]. The possibility that currency notes might act as environmental vehicles for the transmission of potential pathogenic microorganisms was suggested in the 1970s [9]. Paper currency is widely exchanged for goods and services in countries worldwide. It is used for every type of commerce, from buying milk at a store to trafficking in sex and drugs. All this trade is hard on currency, with lower denomination notes receiving the most handling because they are exchanged many times [10]. Although paper currency is made to take abuse (up to 4,000 folds in each direction) in most parts of the world, including in Nigeria (where paper currency is rugged mix of 75 percent cotton and 25 percent linen), it lasts less than a few years in circulation [10]. The average U.S. dollar, for instance--like most currency notes worldwide--lasts a mere 18 months [10]. Paper currency also provides a large surface area as a breeding ground for pathogens [11]. Money on which pathogenic microorganisms might survive represents an often overlooked reservoir for enteric disease [12]. In most parts of the developed.

When hand are used in cleaning up the anus after passing out faeces and are properly washed and are used to touch currency notes in any way the tendency contamination in high other attitudes such as wetting of fingers with saliva or unclean water to lubricant the fingers in containing money could lead to passable transfer of microorganism from such medium to the notes and vice versa. An aspect of food handling--customer, and then prepares food for the next customer. This pattern is most noticeable in sandwich bar operations, but is by no means restricted to outlets of that type. Anything that gets on hands can get on money. The study reported here, therefore, was designed to add to the limited body of literature on microbial contamination of currency notes and to address growing community concerns about the risks associated with microbial contamination and handling of money worldwide.

2. Methodology

40 paper bills were collected randomly from a number of services including drivers, butchers, vegetable seller, cafeteria and pharmacy. Each was preserved in plastic file bag in order to avoid further contamination. Bacterial examinations were carried out at the Department of microbiology port Sudan Ahlia college universal contains. Specimens were inoculated onto B. A & Macconkey medium by using sterile loop, then incubated at 37°C over night. The primary culture on B. A & Macconkey medium that showed significant growth was examine. The morphological character, size, shape, colour were observed and recorded. Colonial characteristic were observed on B. A & Macconkey medium after overnight incubation isolated organisms were grown on B. A & Macconkey medium.

2.1. Biochemical Tests (Conventional Test)

These are called biochemical tests because they are tests which identify the bacteria on the basis of the presence of certain enzymes and other biochemical properties.

2.2. Kliglar Iron Agar

Fifty – five grams of the powder were dissolved in 1000 ml distilled water by boiling. It was cooled to 50-55°C, distributed into tube (approx. 16-160mm) and sterilized by autoclaving at 121°C for 15 minutes. Then it was allowed to solidify in a sloped an butt position.

2.3. Citrate Utilization Test

This is for the ability of an organism to utilize citrate as the sole carbon and energy source for growth and an ammonium salt as sole source of nitrogen.

2.4. Indole Test

This test demonstrates the ability of certain bacteria to decompose the amino acid tryptophan to indole, which accumulates in the medium. Indole is then tested for by a colorimetric reaction with p-dimethylaminobenzaldehyde. Add 0.5 ml kovacs reagent to see result.

2.5. Urease Test

The tested microorganisms were inoculated on a slope of urea agar medium. Incubated at 37°C, change of colour of the medium to pink indicated a positive result.

2.6. Motility Test

In semi solid agar, motile bacteria (swarm) and give diffuse spreading growth easily recognized by the naked eye. Motility may thus be detected more easily than by the microscopical method.

2.7. Antimicrobial Sensitivity Test

All isolated microorganisms were subjected to antimicrobial sensitivity test using multiple disc diffusion of Gram negative and positive.
3. Results

Paper denominations were collected from cafeteria, butchers, drivers and vegetable seller. The highest rate of bacterial isolation documented in samples collected from cafeteria, and the least was detected in samples obtained from butchers and drivers.

According to the cultural and biochemical characteristics, the most frequent bacteria isolated from paper notes were bacillus (29%) klebsiella, pneumoniae (26%) E. coli (18%) Staph. aureus (11%), pseudomonas (8%) Streto. fecales (3%) Enterobacter (3%) Macroccus(3%)
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Figure 1. Percentage of bacterial isolates from each source.
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Figure 2. Types and percentage of isolated bacteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Number of bacterial isolates</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cafeterias</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>23.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drivers</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>23.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetable seller</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacy</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butchers</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion

Microbiological method were adopted in this study indicate that various species of bacteria have been isolated from Sudanese currency many of them could act as potential pathogen to human. The bacteria isolation from Sudanese currency notes are similar to other studies [13].

-Several mechanisms have been suggested to explain the contamination:-

Improper hard washing, counting paper notes using saline, coughing and sneezing on hands then exchanging money between individuals [4], and placement or storage of paper notes in dirty surfaces increase the chances for the notes to be contaminated [14].

These contaminations include pathogenic organism which cause diseases in healthy individuals as well as bacteria that cause diseases for hospitalized or immune compromised patient [12].

-The majority of people are not aware they may be infected by pathogenic bacteria transmitted to them by handling paper currency [4].

The type of contamination on paper nodes depends on place and activity performed before handling currency node [12].

-The result of this study confirmed that currency nodes could serve as vector for disease transmission of pathogen and microorganism we found about 8 isolated which constituted 38% of total isolates; this is previously reported from Egypt [14]. But Lower than the Saudi Arabian.

-The money collected was commonly contaminated with normal skin flora and potentially pathogenic bacteria, such as S. aureus, Klebsiella Spp, pseudomonas Spp, E. coli Normal flora isolated include gram positive bacilli and gram negative bacilli.

-The presence of pathogenic Staphylococci on currency was expected because S. aureus carriers and diseased persons are common in the population [15], infection by S.aureus is a major problem in hospitals, but over the past few decades the incidence of community acquired S.aureus infection has also increase.
Paper currency has recently been identified as made of transmission of community-acquired in *S. aureus* [16].

In this study *Staphylococcus aureus* isolation rate about 11%. Enteric bacteria, *Klebsella* Spp, *E. coli* and *Pseudomonas Spp* have been commonly isolates on paper currency in several studies [4].

*E. coli* is coliform bacteria indicating fecal contamination this reflects poor personal, isolated in this study with isolation rate of 18% (is similar to the findings of [17].

Since *Klebsella* pneumonia is widely distributed in nature (Soil, water, moist environment in hospitals), mouth and upper respiratory tract of human and animals also cause respiratory tract infection and associated with infection of urinary tract and wound [18] In this study, this species was 26% isolated rate.

*Pseudomonas Spp* involved in human diseases it can cause eye and skin infection as well as external otitis in this study with an isolation rate of 8% this finding is similar to the finding of Abrams and Vaterman [19], Gokatas and Oktay [13], Basavmjappa [20].

-*Bacillus* which is isolated is commonly found in the soil, it is common practice to keep nodes in contact with surfaces such as the ground, soil, table surfaces with isolation rate 29% - *St. fecalae* suggest facial contamination, the rate 3% [21]. The nodes were collected randomly (Transports, pharmacies, butchers, cafeterias and drivers) the pervasive presence of these bacteria isolates reveals the majority of people are exposed to contaminated money. This study clearly shown the aerobic bacteria contamination of some Sudanese currency.

The Port Sudan city is cosmopolitan with people from various socioeconomic and various hygienic habits being followed, which explain the level of contamination of the paper currency.

This study clearly showed the aerobic bacterial contamination of some Sudanese currency rates, and possibly other denomination in circulation in Port Sudan city.

The study confirms how important it for food handlers to refrain from handling money.

This study also addresses the threat contaminated money poses to immune compromised individual.

Improvement of personal hygiene standards is strongly recommended to reduce the risk of infection.

5. Conclusion

In this review, we show that contaminated money and coins are a public health risk when associated with the simultaneous handling of food, and currency may spread nosocomial infections. The currency circulating in different parts of the world could serve as a vehicle for transmission of drug resistant pathogenic or potential organisms and contamination could be due to currency usage and handling as mint notes were not contaminated. Cotton-based banknotes provide a fibrous surface, which provides ample opportunity for bacterial attachment Therefore, hygienic measures such as thorough hand washing with soap after using currency notes and ATM machine should be observed and the practice of keeping money in shoes and socks and under the carpets should be discouraged.

The most common isolated bacteria were *bacillus. klebsellia. E.coli. Staph. aureus. pseudmonus, Streto. fecales. Enterobacter, Macroccocus*. This study showed that the most contaminated bill denomination were those of low denomination (1,2 SDG).
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